ENSSER Comments on the

EFSA draft guidance on food and feed from GM animals and
GM animal health and welfare

1. Basic features of risk assessment not recognised
The current "Draft Guidance on the risk assessment of food and feed from genetically
modified animals including animal health and welfare aspects"1 (GM animal guidance)
published by EFSA on August 10, 2011 is based on risk assessment concepts that do not
take into account generally accepted features of risk assessment as undertaking problem
formulation, setting limits of concerns and performing uncertainty analysis. These features
are going to be integrated into the risk assessment schemes of the USA since several years2,
have been recognised as elements of risk assessment by the WHO3 and have been
considered by EFSA in the "Guidance on the environmental risk assessment of genetically
modified plants"4 (GM plant guidance). ENSSER is of the opinion that any updated EFSA
Guidance on risk assessment should not be adopted if it fails to elaborate on these issues.
The appropriate elaboration of these normative features of risk assessment are of specific
importance because the requested "proof of safety" as required by in the GM animal
guidance cannot never be established in absolute terms but only within certain limits of
concerns Such limits of concerns need to be set before the conduct of concrete risk
assessments in a stakeholder-based process. It is not appropriate to let the applicants
suggest and EFSA decide about these normative elements of risk assessment as foreseen in
the recent EFSA "Guidance on the submission of applications for authorisation of genetically
modified food and feed and genetically modified plants for food or feed uses under
Regulation (EC) No 1829/2003".5
During the long debate on the GM plant guidance it became clear for many participants that
EFSA does not play a proactive role in adapting the procedures for GMO and GM food and
feed risk assessment to above mentioned basic standards but obviously only becomes active
when external, public pressure is mounting and corresponding concepts reflecting the
interests of the applicants are readily available. One example is the controversy about the
integration of problem formulations in GM plant risk assessment where EFSA and its experts
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consistently recognise only one school of thoughts built by scientists working for agrobiotechnology corporations and supporting public scientists.6 Alternative approaches
developed by public scientists working outside of this industry-science complex are not
considered by EFSA.7 This development must not be repeated in the drafting of the GM
animal guidance - and needs to be corrected in the GM plant guidance.

2. Applying concept of familiarity to evade risk assessment
GM food and feed risk assessment has to be conducted under the framework of "Regulation
(EC) No 178/2002 laying down the general principles and requirements of food law,
establishing the European Food Safety Authority and laying down procedures in matters of
food safety"8 (Regulation 178/2002). More specifically, "Regulation (EC) No 1829/2003 on
genetically modified food and feed"9 (Regulation 1829/2003) foresees a " 'one door one key'
procedure for the scientific assessment and authorisation of GMOs and GM food and feed
resulting in a centralised, clear and transparent EU procedure where an operator is able to
file a single application" but does not specify the applicable principles and procedures for GM
food and feed risk assessment. This stands in remarkable contrast to the detailed provisions
on environmental risk assessment of GMOs as provided by the "Directive 2001/18/EC on the
deliberate release into the environment of genetically modified organisms"10. Regulation
1829/2003 simply states:
"Article 4 Requirements
1. Food referred to in Article 3(1) must not:
(a) have adverse effects on human health, animal health or the environment;
(b) mislead the consumer;
(c) differ from the food which it is intended to replace to such an extent that its normal
consumption would be nutritionally disadvantageous for the consumer."

where Art. 4 1. (a) refers to risk assessment while Art. 4 1. (c) refers to food labelling.
In order to fill the void in EU law with regard to the detailed provisions on GM food and feed
risk assessment, EU authorities accepted that GM food and feed risk assessment should be
based on the voluntary "Principles for the Risk Analysis of Foods Derived from Modern
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Biotechnology" adopted by the FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius in 2003, followed by three
specific guidelines for GM plant, microorganisms and animals.11
The Codex documents are based on a combination of the concepts of substantial
equivalence and familiarity - developed in the context of the U.S. regulatory biosafety
system, e.g. in FDA 1992 - as filters to decide whether statistical significant differences in
unintended effects between a GMO/GM food and feed and its conventional counterpart need
to be assessed through a specific risk assessment or if they can be declared as biological
irrelevant through a safety assessment instead. Following the U.S. regulatory approach the
comparators used as basis for such decisions go beyond the unmodified parental organisms
(the requirement of the EU legislative system) but can include a range of currently used,
foreign or obsolete organisms or food- and feedstuff. The comparators need not to be
element of the actual diet of the population or husbandry exposed to a specific GMO/GM
food and feed, also historic data often hardly comparable due to the differences in applied
methodologies can be included. The rationale behind this model is that humans and
husbandry is "familiar" with the statistically significant differences causes by the application of
modern biotechnology which therefore must not be assessed through risk assessment.
ENSSER is of the opinion that this approach of applying the concepts of substantial
equivalence and familiarity to decide about safety of a GMO or its products without specific
risk assessment is not consistent with the EU GMO regulation.
In the GM animal guidance, EFSA still promotes a combination of the concepts of substantial
equivalence and familiarity as a proof for safety. EFSA suggests that a:
"comparative safety assessment (Kok and Kuiper, 2003) of the phenotypic and compositional
characteristics should be performed i.e. the practical implementation of the concept of
substantial equivalence is essential. Application of this concept serves the purpose of identifying
similarities and differences between the GM animal-derived food/feed and its conventional
counterpart(s) [and/or other non-GM comparator(s)]. The outcome of this comparative analysis
will further structure the subsequent assessment procedure, which may include further specific
safety and nutritional testing. This approach should provide evidence on whether or not the GM
animal-derived food/feed is as safe as the comparator(s)."

and states:
"the underlying assumption of this comparative assessment approach for GM animals is that
traditionally bred animals have a history of safe consumption as food and feed for the average
consumer or animal to which the animal-derived products are fed. These traditionally bred
animals can serve as a baseline for the food/feed safety assessment of GM animals or products
from GM animals and their welfare."

The concept of a comparative safety assessment has been developed by Harry A. Kuiper the current chair of the EFSA GMO Panel - and co-workers as an updated version of the
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concept of substantial equivalence.12 The comparative safety assessment has been set up in
close cooperation and partly under the direct responsibility of the agro-biotechnology
industry. ENSSER would like to remind of the fact, that the agro-biotechnology industry
and/or supporting organisations as the Public Research & Regulation Initiative (PRRI, with
EFSA experts as members) at many occasions and in many statements13 has rejected the
approach of process-triggered biosafety regulations. The continuing collaboration between
EFSA risk assessors and applicants from the agro-biotechnology industry leads to strong
public concerns about the lack of distance between the respective EFSA experts and the
applicants and the objectiveness and independence of the decisions they take.14
The broadening of the comparison of the GMO/GM food and feed to other material as the
"conventional counterpart" - EFSA speaks of "comparators" or "traditionally bred animals" in
this context - does not follow the intent of risk assessment under EU GMO regulation.
ENSSER would also underline that although EU Regulation 1829/2003 in Art. 5 3.(f)
mentions that applicants have to provide comparative analyses that take into account "limits
of natural variations" this requirement relates to labelling provisions but not to risk
assessment. The approach by EFSA that the concept of substantial equivalence is a safety
assessment in itself has been explicitly rejected by the EU legislator and by the Codex
Alimentarius.15 ENSSER would like to remind that Regulation 178/2002 does neither foresee
a safety assessments nor the application of the concept of familiarity but speaks of risk
assessments only.

3. Recommendations
ENSSER recommends stalling the work on the draft GM animal guidance until the obvious
confusion about appropriate concepts for conducting GMO risk assessment consistent with
the spirit and letters of EU GMO regulation has been resolved. Many years after the adoption
of the current regulatory framework it is finally necessary to discuss the crucial normative and
technical issues through a comprehensive stakeholder debate. ENSSER underlines that this
is also one outcome of the EFSA Consultative Workshop hold in March 2011.16
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